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IINTRODUCTION

GENERAL WARNING

The bone saw should only be used to cut the bones as it has been designed for.
Maintenance involves a few simple operations which can be carried out by the operator. To 
ensure the maximum machine life and the most economic operating conditions it is essential 
to follow the instructions in this publication.
The manufacturer has designed the machine to guarantee safe working conditions: the 
overriding of the electrical safety devices or the removal of the guards fitted by the manufac-
turer seriously interferes with the above safety conditions.
These conditions also depend on the observance of the instructions for machine installation 
and power supply which must be strictly observed. 
The machine must be installed in a room free of corrosive agents and the room where the 
machine is installed must not have an explosive atmosphere. 
The manufacturer company will not be responsible for any breakages, accidents or 
problems due to failure to observe (or the non-application) of the instructions given 
in this manual. The same applies to any modifications or variations made and/or 
the fitting of accessories not previously authorised.
When any parts need changing, always use original spare parts.

Safety recommendations

The safety recommendations to avoid any potential hazards are highlighted in the text by the 
following symbols:

            

GENERAL SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Manufacturer declines all responsibility in the event of failure to use the Bone Saw ma-
chine correctly.
The Power Supply must comply with that specified in the order confirmation. Take care not 
to invert the phases.
The Electrical Power Supply System must comply with the existing regulations. (Directive 
CEI 64-8/1-7 1992).
Control regularly that the various power supply cable are in perfect condition (Directive CEI 
64-8/1-7 1992).

     CAUTION   Do not allow unauthorized persons to approach the machines.

WARNING:
When the machine is not functioning it should be protected against any involuntary move-
ment.
Remove the power supply plug. 
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OPERATING SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

Control, before starting work, that there are no visible defects on the safety devices and that 
the emergency stop pushbutton is functioning correctly. 
Make sure that:
– There are no unauthorized persons close to the machine;
– There are no foreign objects (tools, cloths, etc) on the machine;
– The machine does not make any unusual noises when it starts up; if so, stop the machi-

ne immediately and identify the cause.

Before starting up:
– Do not under any circumstances operate or adjust the commands, the control devices, 

etc., unless authorised and fully familiar with the functioning. 
– Before starting work, the operator must check the presence of any visible defects on the 

safety devices and the machine.
– Do not allow unauthorized persons to approach the machine.
– The operator must be familiar with the function of the emergency stop pushbutton and  

check it regularly.
– In the event of any problems which may interfere with the safe functioning of the machi-

ne, this must be stopped.

  CAUTION

– If, for installation, maintenance or repair operations it is necessary to disable the safety  
only be done by authorised personnel who are responsible for ensuring that no damage 
is caused to persons or the machine.

Before starting up and during production, make sure that there are no loose pieces (cloths, 
tools, keys, etc.) on the machine.

  CAUTION

– Check that all the doors are closed and the safety devices enabled.
– During the normal machine production cycle, the safety devices and guards are never  

disabled.
– During the machine functioning, pay attention to any unusual noises.
– Do not use tools, detergents or similar close to the machine while it is functioning.
– Never intervene on the machine while it is functioning and keep at a distance from the 

moving parts.

MAINTENANCE SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

– Do not clean the electrical parts of the machine with water or other fluids. 
– When detergents are used, appropriate protective equipment for the operator (goggles, 

gloves, etc.) are recommended.
– Check the recommended elements for any damage and if necessary replace them.
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  CAUTION

– All the repair operations must be supervised by the person in charge.
– During the entire period in which the machine maintenance and repair operations are 

being carried out the main switch must be turned off.
– To prevent the machine from being started up by unauthorised personnel, unplug the 

connector from the main socket.

  WARNING

The repair operations on the machine must only be carried out by specially trained per-
sonnel. These specialists must carry out the operations with due care, to avoid damage to 
persons and the machine. Before carrying out any operations on the electrical system, the 
power supply must be disconnected. 
To ensure that the electrical cabinet is not live, the following safety procedures should be 
followed:
– Switch off the main supply
– Make sure that the main switch is locked off
– Use a tester to ensure that no current is present
– The peripheral live parts must be suitably protected.

Six monthly control

Check all the safety devices. 

Annual control

The machine must undergo an annual overhaul, performed by a specialist, to check all 
the safety devices are functioning correctly and that the various machine parts are in good 
condition.

The manufacturer will not be held responsible in the event of:

– The machine being used improperly or operated by unqualified or inadequately trained 
personnel;

– The machine being installed without observing the instructions given in this manual;
– The machine not being connected to the correct power supply;
– The machine being installed in a room which does not satisfy the conditions established 

by the manufacturer;
– Failure to carry out the ordinary recommended maintenance on the machine or any ex-

traordinary maintenance required;
– Any modifications made by the costumer to any of the machine parts, without the explicit 

written authorisation of the manufacturer;
– Maintenance operations on the machine using spare parts which are not original;
– Failure on the part of the user to follow the instructions given in this manual;
– The machine being damaged as a result of exceptional events such as floods, earthqua-

kes etc. and started up again without making the necessary checks. 
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The operators qualified to use the machine do not require a particular professional qualifica-
tion. They must however have undergone a special training course and be entirely familiar 
with this use and maintenance manual.

HAZARD OR WARNING SIGNALS

   Do not clean and/or lubricate while machine is running.

   Do not use water to extinguish fire on electrical equipment 
      under voltage.

   Do not remove safety guards and devices.

NOISE HAZARD RECOMMENDATIONS

The noise level in the rooms where the bone saw is used is rarely below 90 dB (A), therefore 
the work must be organized taking into account this considerable hazard for hearing and he-
alth, adopting all the measures prescribed by the various state and local legislative bodies.

For this reason, the person in charge of the department (a) must ensure that:
– The personnel are provided with adequate protection;
– The personnel are informed of the safety regulations and the hazards involved when all 

the precautions required are not adopted;
– Regular check-ups are made to monitor the hearing of the personnel or any side-effects 

which may occur.

DESCRIPTION, TECHNICAL FEATURES                   
AND INSTALLATION

DESCRIPTION

The bone saw model 1550 / 1830 is a machine designed to cut bones of different sizes.

The machine consists of 9 units:
1 - Supporting structure    6 - Meat pusher
2 - Motor        7 - Lower pulley      
3 - Mobile cover      8 - Safety microswitch    
4 - Upper pulley      9 - Table
5 - Saw
The structure of the bone saw machine is built in cast aluminium which is painted or ano-
dised.
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The lower part houses the motor which is directly connected to the command pulley. In the 
upper part, the other pulley acts as the saw guide and stretcher. The mobile cover allows a 
rapid control of all the drive parts and rapid cleaning of all the part involved. A micro switch 
on the lower part of the machine controls the opening of the mobile cover. When it is trigge-
red, the machine stops immediately. The machine motor trips a safety device and it stops 
within the legally prescribed time.
The cutting saw, built in stainless steel, for normal use must have a correct tension setting 
and be kept clean. The work table in stainless steel provides a solid cutting surface.

The manufacturer has adopted safety as his primary concern and the most important factor 
during the planning of the machine, and as well as the measure described above, there are 
three other safety devices listed below which have been fitted.
1 - Meat pusher     
2 - Saw guard 
3 - Portionere
     WARNING

      In whatever position the meat pusher is released, it will return     
     to position “0”.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

BONE SAW MACHINE DATA

Installed power kW 0,6

Speed Rpm 900

Ø Pulley
Mod. 1830 Ø 200

Mod. 1550

Saw length
Mod. 1830 mm. 1830

Mod. 1550 mm. 1550

Working surface
Mod. 1830 410 x 410

Mod. 1550 330 x 330
 

CONSUMPTION

Voltages: - Main:   110 V - 220 - 24 V - 400 V - 50 Hz
   - Auxiliary:   24 V - 50 Hz
Power:  kW 0,6 - Hp 1

BONE SAW SERIAL NUMBER

The rating plate with the machine serial number is positioned on the side of the machine. 
When submitting a request for service operations or spare parts, always quote:
– Serial number
– Month and year of manufacture
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OVERALL DIMENSIONS (IN MM.)

A  = From base of the machine to work table
B  = Distance between work table to bottom of upper pulley
C  = Total height
D  = Base dimensions
E  = Base dimensions (including work table)

Mod. A B C D E

SGA 1550 305 250 830 330 435

SGA 1830 325 320 965 330 505
  

TRANSPORT

Due to its compact size, the bone saw machine is generally supplied in robust crates of 
suitable size. The weight varies in accordance with the model. 

Mod. Kg

SGA 1550 25,50

SGA 1830 38

The bone saw machine is fitted with a stainless steel table which makes it perfectly stable.
The product is supplied without the connecting plug but with indications of the mains power 
supply specifications.
     WARNING

      Although the packing crates are robust, they should not be stacked   
     more than three high.

INSTALLATION

The bone saw is fitted with a stainless steel table which makes it perfectly stable.
     WARNING

      The operations on the electrical system must only be carried out    
     by specialised electricians, familiar with the electrical characteristics   
     of the machine and the safety regulations.

Warning

The main power supply cables must enter the junction box through the cableway provided. 
This passage must not interfere with the degree of protection IP 54.
Furthermore, the power supply cables used must be suitable for the functioning conditions 
and the external events which may occur; the cables used must be isolated and flame-
proof.
Before starting up the machine, check that the motor turns in the right direction. If not, turn 
off the main switch, turn off the main power supply switch and invert the two phase leads 
on the power supply cable.
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As regards your electrical system, this must comply with one of the standard IN, IT or TT 
systems including the relative active protection devices associated and, in all cases, connec-
ted to an efficient earthing system (Directive CE 89/391).
The entire installation must be set up and maintained in conformity with the relative technical 
specifications of the standards CEI 64-8 (1992).
We also remind you that your earth system must be registered with the local authorities for 
the prescribed “initial control” and subsequent periodic inspections.

MACHINE SOUND LEVELS

The test has been carried out in compliance with art. 46, comma 1, comma 2 of DL 227 
dated 15/8/1991, to which you are referred as regards the use of the result obtained.
Continuous equivalent noise level:
– LAeQ: 78.7 dB (A) min. 89.0 max. empty
– LAeQ: 86.6 dB (A) min. 107.7 max. during production

MACHINE FUNCTIONING
The bone saw has been designed and built to cut bone, meat or fish into pieces of different 
sizes. The bone saw is not suitable for cutting products other than those mentioned above.
The meat-pusher must be used when operating the machine.
Before starting up the machine, if it has not been used for some time, it is advisable to check 
all the parts which require adjustment.

COMMAND, CONTROL AND SAFETY DEVICES        
(ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL)

LIST OF ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SAFETY DEVICES       
AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

The bone saw is fitted with electric and mechanical safety devices designed to protect the 
operator and the machine against various hazards.
1 - Safety Limit Switch. Controls the opening of the mobile cover (stops the machine imme-

diately each time the device is triggered)
2 - Meat Pusher. It is used to press the product to be cut against the saw, ensuring a distan-

ce between the saw and the operator’s hand.
3 - Saw Guard.  Protects the operator from the saw blade in the sector which protrudes 

from the cover.
4 - Portioner. This is used to guide the product in the cutting area. 

LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMMANDS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

1 - Mushroom stop pushbutton (red). When it is pressed, the machine stops immediately. To 
reset the emergency circuit, the pushbutton must be turned in an anticlockwise direction.

2 - Power up pilot light (white). Indicates power up to the operator.
3 - Machine start (green pushbutton). Press to start the machine.
4 - Emergency mushroom pushbutton (red). When it is pressed, the machine stops imme-

diately. To reset the emergency circuit, turn in an anticlockwise direction.
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CONTROL, ADJUSTMENT AND USE OF THE MACHINE

CONTROLS AND ADJUSTMENTS

Before starting up the bone saw carry out the following controls:

– Make sure that the main voltage corresponds to that indicated on the machine.

– Control the functioning of the safety limit switch, testing it a few times.

– Adjust the portioner. Loosen the knob and the portioner is free to slide parallel to the saw, 
this makes it possible to cut the meat to the desired thickness. Having set the thickness, 
tighten the knob to block the portioner.

– Adjustments:

 Adjustment of blade guide rail: When finished with blade tightening, rotate the pulley to 
check that the blade is centred. If you find some run out, turn the screw of the  pulley 
holder tang until the blade is perfectly centred.

 Adjusting the upper blade guide: adjust the screw to ensure that the upper blade guide 
is placed as closed as possible to the piece to be cut.

 Adjusting the upper guide blocks and bearing: Any adjustment shall be made only after 
you have tautened and centred the pulley.

 The guide blocks are held in position by screws. Loosen the screw and insert two thin 
pieces of paper between the blade and the blocks; the blocks must be tightened as 
firmly as possible.

The saw guide is fitted with two plastic blocks which maintain the saw centred, when the 
blocks are no longer in contact with the saw due to wear, it is sufficient to loosen the knobs 
and move the blocks closer until they are in contact with the blade. Tighten the knobs.

SAW STRETCHING

To achieve an optimum saw tension, turn the hand wheel in a clockwise direction, to obtain 
the required tension.

SAW REPLACEMENT

To replace the saw, turn the hand wheel in an anticlockwise direction until the saw can be 
removed from the pulley.
Before removing it from the work table, remove the stop lever, then replace the saw repea-
ting the above operations in reverse order. 
For a correct tensioning of the saw refer to the paragraph “Saw stretching”.

After check the stages described above, the bone saw is ready for use. 
The machine is ready to start; the operator can press the start-button. To stop the machine, 
press the pushbutton.

OPERATION

The operator, who must be suitably protected by the safety devices which are present on the 
machine, must always be at the front of the machine.
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PERIODIC CONTROLS, MAINTENANCE                      
AND REVISION NOTES

Warning

The periodic controls and the everyday maintenance described in this chapter are designed 
to keep the bone saw in perfect working order.
The operations have been set out at various time intervals (usually fixed).
The intervals recommended are based on the machine working at a normal production rate. 
It is obvious that this interval must be adapted to the real use of the bone saw.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Periodic controls: Every 500 hours (monthly)

Electrical system: Check and clean carefully all the connections and if necessary   
      replace worn parts.
Drive:

Inspect for noise, play and slipping of parts.
– Check the bone saw, starting it and stopping it several times, for any unusual noise, play 

and vibrations between the drive components (motor bearings).
– Eliminate any play and slipping by replacing worn parts.
– At the same time it is advisable to clean all the units.

ELECTRIC MOTOR

Check, in particular when the machine has been working for long shifts or under very hot 
conditions, that the temperature of the bearings does not exceed 90º C. If the bearings have 
become noisy, check whether they need oiling or replacing.

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
Problem: Saw overheating
Cause: Processing residues on the saw guide //  Bearing blocked
Remedy: Clean the saw guide  //  Replace the bearings

Problem: Machine does not start when start pushbutton pressed
Cause: Emergency pushbutton pressed  //  Micro switch triggered
Remedy: Turn the pushbutton to the left  //  Close the mobile cover

Problem: When machine is turned off the motor brake does not function
Cause: Faulty board
Remedy: Contact a technician or the manufacturer

Problem: Uneven cut
Cause: Loose saw  //  Blunt saw
Remedy: Pull the saw-stretching knob  //  Change the saw

Problem: Saw fall
Cause: Incorrect alignment, bad adjustment
Remedy: Adjust the saw as required
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 ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM
Three-phase and Single-phase connection
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EXPLODED VIEW AND SPARE PARTS LIST
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SPARE PARTS LIST

Code Ref. Article Description
SGA15.001/SGA18.042/SGA20.001 C1/C2 Anodized Body
SGA15.038/SGA18.049/SGA20.004 C3 Work table

SGA18.062 C4 Nylon plug for table
SGA18.024 C5/G1 Handle closing body

K10670 C6 Clasp (2 pcs.)
SGA18.044 C7 Scraper (2 pcs.)
SGA18.056 C8 Blade pin

K10281 C9 Ball bearing for blade pin
SGA18.060/SGA20.037 C11 Base

SGA18.057 C12 Rubber corner
SGA18.030 C13 Microm
SGA18.022 C14 Handle for Meatpusher

SGA15.036/SGA18.050 C15 Meatpusher
SGA18.020 M4 Electric board selfbraking
SGA18.065 C16 Control panel TGFR9
SGA18.048 C17 Meatpusher support

SGA15.035/SGA18.061 G2 Rod blade guide
SGA18.047 G3 Rod hand protector
SGA18.045 G4 Bracket for blade guide
SGA18.034 G5 Black block blade guide
SGA18.033 G6 Plug for Black block
SGA18.023 G7/P3 Handle for black block
SGA18.036 M1-10 Triphase motor anodized

SGA18.046/SGA20.012 M2 Foot bracket for motor
SGA18.053 M3 Rubber foot bracket

SGA18.032/SGA20.011 P1 Bracket for portionary plate
SGA18.028/SGA20.014 P2 Rod portionary plate

SGA18.041 P4 Portionary plate
SGA18.025/SGA20.022 S1 Handle for blade tie rod

SGA18.055 S2/S4 Spacer
SGA18.052 S3 Spring
SGA18.027 S5 Spacer for pulley guide bracket (1 pcs)
SGA18.038 S6 Pulley bracket
SGA18.039 S7 Pulley guide bracket
SGA18.011 S8 Pulley pin

SGA15.033/SGA18.058/SGA20.020 S9 Top pulley
SGA18.051 S10 Ball bearing for pulley

K10243 S11 Seeger ring UNI7437DIN472/40
SGA18.026 S12 Washer

SGA15.034/SGA18.059/SGA20.021 S14 Lower pulley
SGA15.039/SGA18.029 S13 Blade

SGA18.067 S13b Blade for cutting frozen meat
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